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RelatedRelated workwork
ThisThis paperpaper isis in progress, in progress, partpart of a of a broaderbroader researchresearch project project notnot yetyet
availableavailable. . HoweverHowever some of the some of the ideasideas havehave beenbeen developeddeveloped in the in the twotwo
previousprevious worksworks listedlisted belowbelow and and freelyfreely availableavailable::

RamelloRamello G.B. (2009) G.B. (2009) ““Access Access toto vs. vs. ExclusionExclusion fromfrom KnowledgeKnowledge: : IntellectualIntellectual
PropertyProperty, , EfficiencyEfficiency and Social and Social JusticeJustice", in A. GOSSERIE, A. MARCIANO ", in A. GOSSERIE, A. MARCIANO 
and A. STROWEL (and A. STROWEL (EdsEds.), .), IntellectualIntellectual PropertyProperty and and TheoriesTheories of of JusticeJustice, , 
PalgravePalgrave MacMillanMacMillan::LondonLondon & & BasingstokeBasingstoke

http://ideas.repec.org/p/uca/ucapdv/90.htmlhttp://ideas.repec.org/p/uca/ucapdv/90.html

RamelloRamello G.BG.B (2005), "(2005), "‘‘Private Private appropriabilityappropriability and and KnowledgeKnowledge SharingSharing: : 
ContradictionContradiction or or ConvergenceConvergence ? The ? The OppositeOpposite TragedyTragedy of Creative of Creative 
CommonsCommons’’", in ", in L.L. TAKEYAMA, TAKEYAMA, W.W. GORDON and R. TOWSE (GORDON and R. TOWSE (EdsEds.), .), 
DevelopmentsDevelopments in the in the EconomicsEconomics of Copyrightof Copyright, , EdwardEdward ElgarElgar::CheltenhamCheltenham, , 
UK UK -- NorthamptonNorthampton, MA, USA, MA, USA

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=639102http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=639102
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The Merchant of The Merchant of VeniceVenice
WrittenWritten in in JulyJuly 1596 1596 byby W.W. ShakespeareShakespeare, , inspiredinspired byby news news 
aboutabout the the capturecapture of a of a SpanishSpanish vesselvessel byby the the EnglishEnglish fleetfleet

A masterpiece where W.S. attained literary immortality A masterpiece where W.S. attained literary immortality 
through his exposition of human nature (ref. Shylock, through his exposition of human nature (ref. Shylock, 
Antonio, Porzia and Antonio, Porzia and BassanioBassanio))

As widely known the play has raised a debate over whether As widely known the play has raised a debate over whether 
it should be condemned as antiit should be condemned as anti--Semitic; this controversy Semitic; this controversy 
has overshadowed many other aspects of the playhas overshadowed many other aspects of the play and of and of 
coursecourse itit isis notnot of interest of interest herehere

HoweverHowever, the , the mainmain pointpoint herehere isis the the VeniceVenice court court decisiondecision
rulingruling againstagainst the the enforcementenforcement of of ShylockShylock legallegal propertyproperty
rightsrights on a on a ‘‘poundpound of of fleshflesh’’ of the of the AntonioAntonio’’s bodys body
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A A poundpound of of fleshflesh

““Tarry a little; there is something else. This Tarry a little; there is something else. This 
bond doth give thee here no jot of blood; bond doth give thee here no jot of blood; 
the words expressly are "a pound of flesh": the words expressly are "a pound of flesh": 
Take then thy bond, take thou thy pound Take then thy bond, take thou thy pound 
of flesh; but, in the cutting it, if thou dost of flesh; but, in the cutting it, if thou dost 
shed One drop of Christian blood, thy shed One drop of Christian blood, thy 
lands and goods are, by the laws of lands and goods are, by the laws of 
Venice, confiscate Unto the state of Venice, confiscate Unto the state of 
VeniceVenice””
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The Normative The Normative ValueValue of MVof MV
Under Under certaincertain circumstancescircumstances a a propertyproperty rightright cannotcannot bebe
entitledentitled (o (o cannotcannot bebe enforcedenforced) ) 

TheseThese circumstancescircumstances relatesrelates toto a a problemproblem of of indivisibiltyindivisibilty
of a of a specificspecific entityentity, , suchsuch thatthat the the excludabilityexcludability entitledentitled byby
the the propertyproperty rightright producesproduces a a substantialsubstantial harmharm on the on the 
wholewhole resourceresource

ThatThat isis toto saysay the the internalizationinternalization of of externalityexternality associatedassociated
toto the the propertyproperty rightsrights hashas sistematicallysistematically the the outcomeoutcome toto
produce a produce a greatergreater externalityexternality (no (no internalizationinternalization isis
possiblepossible))

A A typicaltypical exampleexample relatesrelates toto knowledgeknowledge
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FoundationFoundation of of PropertyProperty RightsRights (1)(1)
Property rights are devoted to solve the problem of Property rights are devoted to solve the problem of 
social costsocial cost by by internalizinginternalizing externalitiesexternalities

The The CoaseanCoasean theory is not at stake here and indeed theory is not at stake here and indeed 
property rights have been a property rights have been a powerful devicepowerful device for for 
promoting trade development, market existence and promoting trade development, market existence and 
efficiency through the human historyefficiency through the human history

However Coase theorem has been recently stretched -
far outside Coase’s intentions - for viewing property 
rights as a miraculous, , quasiquasi--universal remedy for universal remedy for 
market failuresmarket failures

A similar robust support came from the libertarian A similar robust support came from the libertarian 
perspective seeing property rights as a perspective seeing property rights as a cornerstone for cornerstone for 
individual libertyindividual liberty
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FoundationFoundation of of PropertyProperty RightsRights (2)(2)
The policy implications of the above are what has beenThe policy implications of the above are what has been

This policy has been systematically applied to domains This policy has been systematically applied to domains 
in which the customary atomization promoted by in which the customary atomization promoted by 
property rights is not working property rights is not working -- such in the case of such in the case of 
indivisibility, indivisibility, e.g. in case of dynamic entitiese.g. in case of dynamic entities-- where their where their 
implementation is likely to produce, rather than solve, implementation is likely to produce, rather than solve, 
externalities and market failuresexternalities and market failures

If the above happens, of course, If the above happens, of course, CoaseCoase theorem does theorem does 
not hold anymore and, an not hold anymore and, an opposite problem of social opposite problem of social 
costcost arise: externalities and new social costs are arise: externalities and new social costs are 
generated via property rightsgenerated via property rights
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IPRsIPRs RethoricRethoric & & KnowledgeKnowledge (1)(1)

Despite the above the standard theory favors the Despite the above the standard theory favors the 
appropriation: appropriation: IPRsIPRs are by default are by default legal deviceslegal devices mainly mainly 
oriented toward efficiency oriented toward efficiency 

Wide array of arguments in order to justify Wide array of arguments in order to justify IPRsIPRs in in 
name of name of efficiencyefficiency (incentive to create, to disclose, (incentive to create, to disclose, 
incentives to trade, prospect theory, etc.)incentives to trade, prospect theory, etc.)

IPRs align private incentives (profit) and public interest, by
means of the market (Adam Smith reborn)

Apparently there is no conflict between individual and group
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IPRsIPRs RethoricRethoric & & KnowledgeKnowledge (2)(2)

In the previous setting knowledge as a perfectly divisible
commodity, thus neglecting the public good nature and the role of 
group in the productive process

Standard equation: a group is intended as a sum of individuals
and the sum of what produced by any single equals what
produced by the group

Knowledge is treated as a perfectly divisible entity (knowledge vs
apples)

This approach Introduces what has been defined Universal Intellectual
Property that “has acquired the status of a public religion, at the core of 
which stands the shockingly profound revelation: Anything that can be
monopolized ought to, by whoever lays claim to it first. From this, 
economic prosperity will follow, as the high preachers of this new religion
do not tire of reminding us”
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The dark side of The dark side of knowledgeknowledge

The The scientificscientific investigationinvestigation show a show a numbernumber
of of idiosyncraticidiosyncratic featuresfeatures of of knowledgeknowledge, , 
makingmaking itit differentdifferent fromfrom standard standard goodsgoods

1.1. KnowledgeKnowledge asas anan inputinput
2.2. CreationCreation asas a a recombinantrecombinant processprocess
3.3. KnowledgeKnowledge sharingsharing asas productiveproductive

technologytechnology
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ObservationsObservations
The recombination paradigm supports the thesis that knowledge The recombination paradigm supports the thesis that knowledge 
production presents production presents increasing returnsincreasing returns, crucial to overcome the , crucial to overcome the 
diminishing returns of capital diminishing returns of capital 

The same is recognized by focusing on the specific feature of knThe same is recognized by focusing on the specific feature of knowledge owledge 
as a as a ‘‘creative commonscreative commons’’, which, for idiosyncratic features connected to , which, for idiosyncratic features connected to 
the semantic and collective nature of knowledge, reverses the lathe semantic and collective nature of knowledge, reverses the law of w of 
returns (and the tragedy of the commons): returns (and the tragedy of the commons): productivity diminishes with the productivity diminishes with the 
rationing of the accessrationing of the access

On the whole, there is a convergence assessing the On the whole, there is a convergence assessing the role of grouprole of group in in 
knowledge productionknowledge production

The The propertizationpropertization hashas the the effecteffect of of increasingincreasing costscosts and and impairingimpairing the the 
productiveproductive technlogytechnlogy, , essentiallyessentially byby productingproducting externalitiesexternalities toto the the groupgroup
((abilityability of of producingproducing knowledgeknowledge))
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EvidencesEvidences
Historical and factual evidences recognized what Historical and factual evidences recognized what 
asserted. Among others, a wide array of episode of asserted. Among others, a wide array of episode of 
collective invention where innovation was promoted by collective invention where innovation was promoted by 
knowledge commons i.e. social spaces where knowledge knowledge commons i.e. social spaces where knowledge 
was freely accessible (collective production function of was freely accessible (collective production function of 
knowledge)knowledge)

The case of The case of blast furnacesblast furnaces in Cleveland, UKin Cleveland, UK

Mechanisation of Mechanisation of paper manufacturingpaper manufacturing in Berkshire, New in Berkshire, New 
EnglandEngland

The The Cornish steamCornish steam engineengine

The dramatic pace of The dramatic pace of innovation in Silicon Valleyinnovation in Silicon Valley
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ConcludingConcluding remarksremarks
Economic theory widely trusts the individual action to the pointEconomic theory widely trusts the individual action to the point of of 
endorsing a normative attitude favoring the emergence of a indivendorsing a normative attitude favoring the emergence of a individualistic idualistic 
paradigmparadigm

The previous attitude has been extensively fueled by assigning aThe previous attitude has been extensively fueled by assigning a blind blind 
chequecheque to property rights to property rights 

However, in selected circumstances the sum of parts does not corHowever, in selected circumstances the sum of parts does not correspond respond 
to the whole entity; this is the to the whole entity; this is the tipicaltipical case for indivisibility that perfectly case for indivisibility that perfectly 
applies to knowledge as a productive technologyapplies to knowledge as a productive technology

Indeed the proper consideration of the role of group in this domIndeed the proper consideration of the role of group in this domain shows ain shows 
that this line of reasoning can raise an opposite problem of socthat this line of reasoning can raise an opposite problem of social costs ial costs 

Hence, once again the policy prescription that seems to apply isHence, once again the policy prescription that seems to apply is still the still the 
ShakespeareanShakespearean one one suggestingsuggesting thatthat propertyproperty rightsrights shouldshould notnot bebe
enforcedenforced ((entitledentitled) ) whenwhen theythey are are likelylikely toto spoilspoil the the wholewhole entityentity

RatherRather the the preservationpreservation of the of the commonscommons, , possesingpossesing specificspecific productiveproductive
featuresfeatures shouldshould bebe the normative the normative measuremeasure..
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